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The Seventh Annual U.N .M. Research Lecture
BY VICTOR H. REGENER

The Seventh Annual University of New Mexico Research Lecture was delivered on April
22, 1960, by Dr. Victor H. Regener, Research Proft;ssor of Physics. A native of Berlin,
Germany, Victor Regener studied at the University of Munich and at 'the Technische
Hochschule, Stuttgart, Germany, from which he eatned the degree of Dr.-Ing. (1938).
His early publications appeared in such European, scientific journals as Physi!(alische
Zeitsc~rift, Nature, and Ricerca Scientifica. After a deriod as instructor at the Un~vers~ty
of Chicago (1942-46), Dr. Regener became a merr:ier of the faculty of the UmvefSlty
of New Mexico in 1947. Associate Professor and lateJ Professor of Physics and Chairman
of the Department of Physics, he was elevated to the Research Professorship in 1957.
Internationally known for his work in cosmic rays, atmospheric physics, zodiacal
light, and electronic devices, Dr. Regener is a Fellow of the American Physical Soci~ty
(1950) and of the New York Academy of Sciences (1958), and is a member of the
American Geophysical Union, of the International Ozone Commission of the International
Union of Geophysics and Geodesy, and of Sigma Xi. Recently, he was named Honorary
Professor of the Universidad Mayor de San Andres, Bolivia, a commendation which
recognized Dr. Regener's work in 1957 when he was engaged in cosmic-ray studies for
the International Geophysical Year in Bolivia, at the world's highest research center, the
Chalcataya Laboratory of Cosmic Physics.
More than thirty articles and reports, among them "Decade Counting Circuits" in
Review of Scientific InstrUments, "Statistical Si~nificance of Small Samples of Cosmic-Ray
Counts" in Physical Review, "Recordings of Zodiacal Light" in Astrophysical Journal,
"The Vertical Flux of Atmospheric Ozone" iin Journal of Geophysical Research, and
"Automatic Recorder of Atmospheric Ozo~e" in the American Chemical Society's
Advances,in Chemistry, indicate how ably Dt. Regener has represented the University
in the important areas of science. He has spok~n at the Astrophysical Institute in Paris in
1954, at the University of La Paz, Bolivia, in 1957, at Oxford University in 1959, and at
the International Union of Pure and Applied P*ysics in Moscow in 1959.
During the past few years, Dr. Regener Ms obtained, administered and completed at
the University numerous research projects in fields of nuclear effects in cosmic radiation,
atmospheric physics, and astrophysics for the U.S. Air Force, National Science Foundation, U.S. Weather Bureau, International Geophysical Year, and the Research Corporation.
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Science in Space

Lm

m~s

CONTEMPLATION of the heavens has stimwated
imagination and inspiration throughout the ages. The first recorded scientific·efforts
consisted of the observation and prediction of celestial phenomena. With the
improvement of techniques of observation by means of telescopes and spectroscopes the universe b~came charted and diagnosed in ever gr~aterdetai1~ But
as o£.today no man has entered upon space beyond die realm ofthe Earth's
gravitational attraction or even beyond the realm of th~ Earth's atmosphere.
Astronomy has remained the only physical science which must deal exclusively with things so far removed that they cannot be touched to be closely .
examined or influenced by artificial means· to have their properties revealed.
Weare now witness to a change in this situation and it is appropriate
at first to consider the depth of insight into the nature of our surroundings·
which astronomers and astrophysicists have obtained in ~pite of having had
to work so far away from their objects of study. The obs~rvationoftheapparent motion of the Sun in the sky and of the paths of the planets led Kepler in
the early seventeenth century to a correct description of the planetary system.
Galileo occupied himself with the description ofthe motion of objects under
the influence of the Earth's gravitational attraction. Newto~ stated quantitatively the phenomenon of gravitation and esiablished the laws of .1ilotlon bearing his name~ An astronomer .made the· f4'stdetermination of the speed of
light.
We have accurate knowledge of the chemical elements constituting ·the
Sun and the stars. We know exactly how much the Sun and the Moon and the.
planets weigh. We ~ow what influence the gravitational attraction ·ofthe
planet Mars would have upon a spaceship approaching it. We know that the
solar system with its planets is itself only a tiny component of a larger system
of stars and we know that our particular galaxy is only one ofmillionso£
similar galaxies. Some of these are so far away that their radiation which
reaches us today was emitted billions of years ago. We know enough laconclude that cventhese distantsyste~s of stars contain the same chemical
elemen~ which we encounter here on Earth and we know enough to conclude
145
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that physical processes occur in the same manner there as they do here. And
in recent years the radio telescope quite unexpectedly made possible the study
of interstellar gases and of the farthest reaches of space.
Just as we have gained insight into the geometric depths of outer space
we have obtained a time table by which we date cosmic events. Using the
clocks provided by the slow radioactive decay of naturally occurring unstable
elements we find that the crust of the Earth was formed some four billion
years ago. We know how to date early life on Earth because the Cosmic Radiation in colliding with Nitrogen of the Earth's atmosphere forms a radioactive type of Carbon which is eventually built into living organisms. At the
time 'of death this process stops and the Carbon which was absorbed during
. life decays ra4ioactively to form Nitrogen again. This Carbon clock furnishes
an estimate of the time span which elapsed since the organism died.
With so much information in hand we may ask why we should now
wishto spend our lives in.an effort to send up automatic space laboratories
loaded with instrumentation and why we should contemplate the risks of
space travel. The reasons become clear when we proceed from the consideration of what we know to the inqu4'y into what we do not know. Weare still
so far from havin~ acquired an exhaustive knowledge of our physical surroundings in spa~~ that a host of unsolved problems springs up whenever a
new discovery is made in Earth-bound space exploration. A case in point is
the progress made since 1946 in the field of Cosmic Radiation. A large number
·of then unknown elementary sub-atomic particles was found to be created
whenever an atomic nucleus was disrupted by a cosmic ray endowed with a
large energy of motion. This discovery has had a profound effect upon the
subsequent study of the nucleus and it is an example of how investigations
which are seemingly foreign to anything of practical value bring forth insights
of immense usefulness.
Among the questions awaiting solution through direct exploration of
space at stations removed from the Earth are many of the most fundamental
kind. Is there life on other planets? At what stage of development is this life?
Shall we encounter the predecessors of man-like creatures or shall we find the
remains of ravaged civilizations long extinct? In view of the relatively short
time span during which the evolution of homo sapiens occurred as compared
to the age of life as such on Earth we should not expect to find on another
planet creatures with whom we could communicate. But it seems probable
146
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that we shall encount¢r living organisms on Mars and it is certain that we
shall obtain through 'directexplorationexceedingly useful data -which -we
could perhaps never acquire by other means.
.
A fundamental problem is that o£the evolution .of thesol~ systemancl
that of the origin of the universe. Is. the solar system theresultofa condensa;.
tion of tenuous matter brought about by turbulenceand.by gravitation? What
is the nature of gravitation in·terms oIits dependence upon time OJ; ,distance?
What is the origin of the Cosmic Radiation and how isits ori:ginperlUlps-.connected with the life cycle of the stars'? What is the roleplayed byinterplane;.
tary and interstellar magnetism in connection withtheorigin.o£ planets, and stars? What is the detailed nature of the thermonuclear processes on the Sun?

I. 11m ATMOSP,HERE

The question of existence of life elsewhere is dosely related to the nature
of the atmospheres surrounding other planets. The higher forms of.life . on
Earth could not subsist on Mars or Venus. Spectroscopi<;observation$ .show
that Oxygen must be very scarce on both planets. The atmosphere of Mars .
appears to consist of ninety-nine per cent Nitrogen with traces ofwat(!rY:.J.por
and carbon dioxide. -The atmosphere of Venus is. not known ,as well but it seems to contain at least eighty per cent .carbon dioxide.
To the physicist and astrophysicist the atmosphereo£ th~ Eat~ iso£
interest chiefly because it fur~shes in its upper layers a natiIraleJra.mpleof
the most tenuous state of matter under the.influence of strong radiation from
the Sun~ The'study .of those properties of our atmosphere which area result
of radiation allows a number of conclusions as to what we may eJrpectunder
the corresponding conditions on other planets. In this connection speculations
have been made on themanner in which life~sustaining Oxygen was originally
introduced into a planetary atmosphere.
.':., .
According to one theory the formation of;OxygelJ; hasits beginning~with
the evaporation of water vapor. from the pl3tiet's surfaceasa resulto£ 'solar
heating. The. subsequent exposure of the water vapor to ultraviolet ;solar
radiation in the upper layers -of the atmosphere leads toadissociation ofw.ater
molecules into Hydrogen and Oxygen. The. Hydrogen atoms are light in
, weight and escape into space at a rate depending on the temperattit:e of the
SCIENCE IN SPACE
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uppermost la.yers of the atmosphere. The Oxygen atoms remain behind and
combine with other pxygen atoms to form Oxygen molecules O2 and also
a few ozone molecules
Os. The ozone thus formed has the peculiar property
!
of being opaque to dangerous ultraviolet solar ra.diation and thus serves as an
'effective shield over the planet's surface which allows plant life to develop.
Once vegetation has gotten under way it furthers on its own the production
of more Oxygen through the assimilation of carbon dioxide. in the presence
of sunlight. In the view of this theory the s,carcity of Oxygen on Mars may
be the result of a low temperature in the atmosphere near the surface of this
planet. A low temperature there would prevent a sufficient quantity of water
vapor to rise'from the surface into the upper atmosphere to get the Oxygen
started. Speculations of this type· are based entirely upon what one knows
about the photochemical processes in the Earth's own upper atmosphere. A
good example is the study of the mentioned formation of ozone from Oxygen.
. In the Earth's atmosphere the ordinary O~ygen molecule O 2 is plentiful.
When it is exposed to intense ultraviolet solar radiation high above the Earth's
c
surface it is split into its two Oxygen atoms. This is a photochemical dissocia. 'tion process much like that of the water molecule mentioned above. It is safe
to assume that our atmosphere at heights above one hundred miles contains
.Oxygen almost exclusively in the atomic form. Below that level and down to
fifteen miles the simultaneous existence of Oxygen atoms and Oxygen molecules leads to the formation of small but important amounts of ozone Os~
It was mentioned that atmospheric ozone shields a planet's surface from
the biologically destructive portion of the ultraviolet solar radiation. The
aJ}lount of ozo*e contained in the Earth's atmosphere is minute and would
amount to a layer of only one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness if it were all
compressed to,atmospheric pressure. This compares to a thickness of five miles
.for the rest of the atmosphere when similarly compressed. But dangerous
burns of the skin would result if a person were exposed to sunlight for a few
seconds without this thin and invisible shield of ozone.
This small amount ot ozone is embedded in the stratosphere in such small
concentration that it forms a layer which is some ten miles high and whose
center is usually found at an elevation of fourteen miles above the surf~ce.
Our measurements and those of others have shown that the vertical distribution of this 'atmospheric constituent is subject to strong fluctuations
with time. A very small amount of ozone even filters down to the ground
148
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where it disappears throughitsownstron~oxidizirJ.gaction.up6h .pbjects.A,n. '",::
. the Earth's surface. The monitoring of the:ozone:c()n(:entra~0I1abav..eleYa7··:;:·
·tionsfrom the ground up to theh1ghe$t .a1titlfdesattainable.}Vith,s9tm~irlg.
.';
balloons allows conc1usionsas to the· mechanism whichc()nttolst:he"ertic~~
exchange of air masses ·be~eenthestratospher~anatI1e.s~ac~.... ...... ·....··i.i..,:;
The most ditectinHuence '0£.the Sun .up()nt4e~atm~s.pl1ere·neal"th¢top···:,{ ..
of the ozone layer steJilsagainfrom'the shielding dfecto~()z()ne.If-tll(~G~9Iar. .:.'\ "..'
·energy in the far ultraviolet region ·of :thespe.c~is\Vi.thh¢l(l,@()tI!:Hl~
":.,<;~
Earth;s·surface by atmospheric ozonethenittnust heat th:upJ),~·atp:1Qsp~~te'\}.:
instead. This idea is horne oUtbYi ameasured,tempetatut'e·ri~~!irlflle-Stt~tQ-;.:~.,i;}
sphere from an average valueofaboutminuseightydegrees$'3i)r eI1lieit ·:it··..a:..: '{{;:;e;~
height of ten milesto an average valueofplus£ortydegreesattfilriY~tW()·Iti~les,: ".\}:
'above ground. So much heat.at this·height mU$tlead,t~ mroulenttn'ixin.go'£ ,..J'/~;
the lighterheated air with thecolder'air above.This1sin,sh~'c()fJ.trastt(itlie; . .• .,.',.:;;.
simationinthe lower stratosphere at elevations betvveen eightilrei~thiJ~s>' ..',-,,;.'.'
where the stable stratification of cold and dense air· 'below the warther ahd
thinner air above does not permit theoceurrenceofsucha ~l()lent~gi'
.'~~,
proces~.
.
. ',
At heightsabovehfty miles and into the hundreds of m1Ies'aoove'the
Earth's sudace. still another and quite different infllienceofsQ!ar .rad.i~tion
upon, the atmosphere isknowp. to exi~t.. Energeticl."~diati()nftb.m:the'Sun
. dissociates at these'levels son:i:eo£ the electtically.neutral atdtnS'1a:iltlm.olecules·.
of the atmosphereitrto.their charged constituents. Electricallypesi6veioITS
and electrically ne,gative' e1eettons~epresent ifl 'vari()us'laye1"s'~ough(}ut .'
this uppermost portionof-the atmosphere. The nUIllbeto£ 0x.ygetl·:atoI11sana .
Nitrogen molecules which are.ionized in thls'!Iianner is, Vet:y.isrir:IJ1aS;(OIllpared tothosew~chremain in theiroriginaI e1et~ica11ynel1ttal'State~ "But."
their presence is~ufficient' toaltet 'the electrical proPeftles.of,tIle ?uppe;r
atmosphere in such a way that radio waves ate .teHectedpack'\t()~eg.t'oUfid
·'muchin the same manner in which theywould be reflected£roll1am~ta1Iic. '.
mirror.·Without thisionosphetc it woulabedifficulttocoIDlllunicate"byr~dip'
. between remote stations onthe Earth.
,
Once more we ffud that the solar radiationwIDch is responsible IOl,C,the
ionosphere also leads to high tenipe.tatutes .of, the.llPPe.tnl()stlayets.:6~ithe.
atmosphere. Rocket and satellite d;lta.:giveirtdic;ationsofatmosphericiemper.;.
amres·ashigh as tWo thousand tofol.1rthoUsaIiddegteesFahtenheit at·a1titrides '
'0"

c
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above one hundred miles. The high~ temperatures are measured at high
-latitudes in the zones where aurorae are observed frequendy.Such a latitu~e
dependence of the temperature could mean that not only energ¢tic ultraviolet _
radiation-but also charged-particle radiation from the Sun is responsible for
these high temperatures. Charged particles arrive preferentially at high latitudes becauseof the Earthts magnetism.
The temperature of the outermost atmospheric layers is of great interest
in connection with the already mentioned possibility that atmo~pheric gases
escape into space. The higher the temperature the higher is the therm.alvelocity of a gas and the better is the chance .for an atom or a molecule to
overcome the action of gravity. Since Hydrogen is the lightest gas it-movesthe
fastest and is the. first to escape 4lto space. It is not coIiside,ed certain ·that the
Earth continuously loses' Hydrogen fom its atmosphere by t¥s process. The
quoted temperatures fortunately are now high enough to allow the escape of
substantial quantities of Oxygen atoms. A hotter Sun or a closer Sun .would.
clearly have important biological consequences.

II. THE SPACE BETWEEN THE EARTH AND THE MOON

As we ascend through the ionospheric layers of the upper atmosphere we
gradually enterupon outer space. At a height of one hundred miles the density
of the air is already as small as we can make it with our best vacuulp. apparatus
in thelaboratory. But the space above that height is by no means empty. There
. is radiation and· matter as well as magnetism and electricity. Nothing is stand. ing still. Matter and rays are busily moving about at cosmic speeds ranging
from five miles per second to the speed of light of one-hundred eighty-six
thousand miles per second.
An inventory of what we may find in a spherical test volume which has
the Earth at its center and which is large enough to contain the tirbit of the
Moori discloses a variety of contents. In daily life we often evaluate that with
.which we come into physical contact by its weight. Let us imagine in a similar
way that we stuff'the things we find in our test volume into separate bomes
and that we bring these to the Earth for weighing. As long as we keep in mind
that 'such a procedure is not practical in the first place we might as~ well
stipulate additional impossible but ideal condicion~.
_ 150
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Let us see to it· that· the walls of oUt ;bottles· are .thick enough to' confide
even the most penetrating radiation so well that there be noleakage. LetUSsee
to it that the walls are also perfect rclleetorsf9t anything we 1l11ght wish to
weigh. In this tmumerobjectsmoving-inspace wouldbe~boU11drigbackand
forth .between the walls of the weighing bottles without 10sil1gtheitenergy
of motion. This is important because the theory of relativity teaches Us' that
all energy has mass and weighs something. A good example forthisfarreaching ·statement is the energy carried by light waves.This~ isen~gyof
motion and it fills the space pervaded by the waves with. mass.
..
.
Verysimil!r is the energy or mass contained iIi stH:alledctnpt'Y spa.ce,
when this space is magnetized so as to deflect a compass needle or when itis
electrified so as to attract or r:epel pa.rti~les carrying electric charge. In this
case there is no energy of motion. But work is perrorm:edand .energy is
expended in rotating a magnetized needle orinmovingelectrkchar.geswhen~'l_
ever such an opportunity arises~ We speak of· potential energy ·of an electric
or magnetic field. This energy also fills space with'mass.
.
Among these intangible occupantso£ our test sphere the most prominent
one is the solar radiation. In round numbers we compute that there m-esome
ten tonsof sunshine present at any one titne in thatatnouritofspace,; We
should realize that the energy weighing this much is actually niovingat the
. speed of light 'and that it is therdore arriving and leaving continuously..In
the course of one day some four hundred thousand tons of sunshine'" are
pervading our testsphereinthis manner.
.
The magnetism of the Earth also fills the space around us with energy.
This magnetic energy in our test volume corresponds to.amass which'vvould
weigh some twenty pounds if it could be bottled and put on our scales. This
is not such asmaU amount when we consider that this magnetism dtops off
to a very small value within a few Earth's radii. ~edistance tathe Moon
amounts to roughly fifty Earth's radii.
Now we should consider matter and particle radiationtin our test sphere.
Material objects and-most particles' have a mass whil<:. standing stilL This is
called the rest mass of an object. In this respect material partitlesaredifferent
from the light radiation just discussed. When they are moving at a large
speed their mass is increased over and above their· rest .mass by.an amount
which stands in direct proportion to their energy of Inotion. One of the surprising r~sults of the theory of relativity is that this energy of motion and
SCIENCE IN SPACE
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thus the mass of a moving object grows larger very rapidly as the speed
approaches that of light. It turns out that any object which moves at a speed
which is eighty-s~ven per cent of that of light has a mass wIDch is double its
rest mass. ~t ninety-nine per cent of the speed of light the mass is already
enlarged seven times. At speeds even closer to that of light the mass and the
energy of motion grow toward infinity.
Some particles observed in the' Cosmic Radiation arrive at the Earth from
outer space· with so much energyfof motion that their masses are millions
of times enlarged. Their speeds are so close to that of light that the difference
is not detectable. There are not many of these cosmic rays and our test volume
contains n,o more than a small fra<,:tion·of an ounce at anyone time. The radiation passing through in one day amounts to some twenty pounds. This
corresponds just about to the energy coming to us in the form of light from
all the stars in the sky.
(
A much more formidable atnount arrives daily in the form of meteoritic
material consisting of meteors and cosmic dust. Most of the mass which is
involved here is in the form of many small dust particles. The speed with
which they ar~ive is of the order of twenty miles per second. Some two thousand tons of meteoritic material cjre contained~in our test sphere at anyone
time and some two hundred thousand tons arrive and leave daily.
Particle radiation coming direcdy from the Sun has received much attention in recent years. As a result of the high tem~erature of the immediate sur- .
roundings of the Sun the upper layers of the :solar atmosphere are observed
to eject particles into space at speeds of three hundred miles per second.
These streams of gas consist mostly 10f Hydrogen nuclei together with free
electrons. They appear to blow past the Earth irregularly and they appropriately have come to be called solar wind. Streams which happen to aim direcdy
, at the Earth are deflected to the polar regions by the Earth~s magnetism. As
they- enter the upper atmosphere they may cause an aurora polaris and by disturbing the ionosphere they may caUse sudden changes in the propagation of
radio waves. The particles of the solar wind appear to contribute substantially
to the mass in our test sphere. Depending on the amount of solar activity some
one hundred thousand tons may be present at anyone time and nrillions of
tons may blowthrough in one day.
The recently discovered radiation belts around the Earth contain chargedparticle radiation which is held in place by the Earth's magnetism. An esti152
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mate shows that each of the two belts might contain tWenty pounds of
particles. The belts are fairly close to-the Earth andrepresenta.yoluOlewhich
is very small compared to our test volume. 'The twenty'poundsofca,ptive
radiation thus represent a formidable amount of energy which-is equal to
that passingina whole day through all of the test volume in form oftransient
Cosmic Radiation.
Finally there is the elusive neutrino. This isa particle which moves
through space in large numbers at the speed of light. Among the thermonu~lear processes which continuously' release energy .on the .sim there are
some nuclear disintegrations in which neutrinos are emitted. asaby-pr04uet.
These particles are electrically neutral and they have a Oluch mgherpe.p.etrating power than any other known radiation. They emerge.from the.deep~t
interior of the Sun without difficulty and they penetrate the Earthquitefree!y.
Their number is large and their energy ofmotion IS alone responsible£ortheir
mass. Our test volume might harbor at any titnesome three tonsof.neutrinos.
This.corresponds to about .one hUndred tons of them passing,throughdaily.
Yet these ar~ certainly the most innocuous 'invaders of oU!"surtoundings.
Just as a material object is quite powerless\t9 interfere withtheirghosdy
course of travel they pass through matter without doing any damage.
The space around the Earth to the distan~ of the Moon isalsothenabitat
of man's artificial satellites. Even avery simple-minded satellite caJ:"tylngno
instruments furnishes data of.great value if the satellite is large enoughtQ' be .
d~tected in the sky by optical means.
. Such an outpost in space can be used as a.triangulationstationfrom widely
separated locations on the Earth for purposes ·ofrefiningexistinggeodetic
data. Exact obserVations of the satellite's course of travel furnish informa.t1on
on the density and temperature of the high~t .regions··ofthe Eatth's..atnios. phere. Similar measurements yield data on theextenttowhicA-tl;J.eEa.~'th?s
shape deviates from that of a perfect sphereand oil irregularities-o£th¢:<:letlsity
of the Earth's crust. This is so because the orbit of any· celestial dbje:ctis<afBicted
with peculiar perturbations when the object travels througharegionof:space
where the gravity is the tes'Ult of a non~spherical mass distribution.
Into the same class of observations belong those which~beinade to
test th~ validity of \rarious theories of graYiratlonin cQIll1ecti6n. withl?osmological hypotheses. Does the gravitational attraction betweentwo(masses
change with time? Does it perhaps depend a little upon theorientatiol1pfthet

.
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masses with respect to the Milky Way? Does it depend on the speed at which
the masses ate moving with respect to the rest of the universe?
Satellites carrying instruments can furnish a multitude of additional
items of information. Astronomical observations can be made without· hinddrance from ;ltmospheric dis~bances. The impact of meteoritic dust can be
recorded. The Earth's ionosphere can be surveyed from the outside. Radio
noise from other celestial objects can be observed at low frequencies which
cannot reach ground stations because of absorption in the ionosphere. Meteorologicalobservations of the cloud cover and of cyclonic phenomena are already
in progress. Measurements of temperature and atmospheric composition at
high altitude are of great interest. Solar radiation in the far ultraviolet part
of the spectrum and in the X-ray region can be measured only from satellites
orbiting above the opaque atmosphere.
The study of the Cosmic Radiation with satellites and space probes led
to the discovery of the radiation belts around the Earth. In this case energetic
particles of the Cosmic Radiation and probably also charged particles from .
the Sun are caught up in the Earth's magnetism and are held captive by
it. The radiation is strong and the manned space ships of the future must
carry shielding against its deadly effects. If this is not feasible they must
.circumnavigate the beIts entirely. The possible existence of similar radiation
belts around the Sun and aroundother planets has already received attention
iftthe literature.

ill. THE MOON -

PLANETS -

DUST

The Moon is an intriguing object in connection with the problem of the
evolution of Ule solar system. The lunar surface has not suffered the fate of the
Earth in ha¥ing its surface oxidized by an atmosphere 01 eroded by running
water. A stttdy of the surface of the Moon would therefore render much
insight into the formative and post-formative history of a solid surface in direct
contact with space. Are the smooth areas on the Moqn the result of lava
formation in collisions with other objects or are they blade of lava which
rose from the interior of the Moon? Are they perhap~ vast depositories of
cosmic dust which behaves under the weak gravitatiomtl force on the Moon
much like a· fluid?
154
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The Moon is different from the Earth in 'other ~espe~ts. -ltsdcmsity is
only two-thirds that of Earth. There appear to be no volcanoes.This1l1ayID.ean
that the Moon does not have a ,heavy and hot cor.e like the Earth.lt .is.known
that the Moon bulges considerably toward the~arth.Thisdeviation£rQtnthe
spherical shape is more pronounced than one would~pectfrom the Earth1s
tidal pull alone. This fact and the known existence of'high mountalttsmay,
point to a crust of ,high strength and perhaps also to wide variations of the '
density of lunar matter. A landing on the Moon would permit the direct
study of the surface. The Moon may 'consist throughout of meteoritic material
typically in~erlaced with ferrous metals. Studies of the natutalradioactivity of
lunar matter would give a clue to the ,problem as to how long ago the surface
of the Moon became solidified., Seismic studies and measurements of gravity
would render data on the structure of the Moo~'s interior~
The first manned circumnavigation of the Moon is not far off. Werieed
only consider fora moment that a commercial ,airplane with jet propulsion
already has many features of a space ship. There is the pressurization of the
cabin which is quite adequate for space travel in the highest vacuum.·Thete is
already an emergency supply of liquid Oxygen which could be enlarged to
sustain the life of a small crew for some time. There are the jetellglnes which
need air for combustion of f1;lel but not for propulsion in the manner of
, pro,peller-driven craft. It should be realized that once a ship reaches a speed
of five miles per second parallel to the Earth's 'surface above the atmosphere
it can shut off its power without falling to the ground. Further poWer is '
heeded only for navigation.' Once a speed of slightly above seven miles per
second is reached the pull of the Earth is defeated and escape into outer space
is possible. This speed compares to, one-fifth of one tnile per second Qf a '
jet-drivenpassenger plane which still travels well within the atmosphere. At
this speed it would take one month to travel to the Moon in a straight line.
At the speed of seven miles per second it would take about one day along the
same course.
Travel to Mars or to Venus is a different problem chieHybecause of the
much longer journey. The most intriguing goal is the planet Mars. Conditions there are in many respects similar to thoseortEarth. The ice caps on the
polal\{egions' of this, planet are evidence of water. Venus maybe t~ hot to
have water in liquid form. But little is known about this planet because its
atmosphere is opaque. The presence of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of
, 155
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Venus is taken to indicate a lack of an erosion of silicate rocks by running
_water. This process continuously exposes the silicates and leads to the removal
of carbon dioxide from the Earth's atmosphere through the formation of
carbonates. Thus one of two opposite assumptions is believed valid: Either
the surface of Venus is.~ompletely dry or conversely it is all covered by oceans.
In the case of Mars the absence of carbon dioxide may be considered an
indication of rock ero~ion by the same reasoning. One idea regarding the lack
of substantial amounts of Oxygen on Mars is discussed in Chapter I. Seasonal
changes of the color of the Martian surface are observed. This is often interpreted as an indication of the existence of some form of life. Another
p.eculiarity of this planet has to do with its. shape. The diameter across the
equator is larger than the diameter across the poles by an amount which is
surprisingly large and not in agreement with what one would expect from the
irregularities in the motion of the two natural satellites of Mars. This peculiar
shape of Mars has led to speculation that the equatorial bulge of this planet
consists of light~weight rubble left behind by-glaciers of polar-origin.
Short of,actual landings on Mars or Venus it would be of great interest
just to circumnavigate these planets. Their surface features could be re~orded
and one could probe into their ionospheres. The density and the chemical _
composition of their outer atmospheres could be investigated at close range.
Magnetism and radiation belts could be searched for.
The other planets are still more difficult to study because of their larger
distance from the Earth,and because physical conditions on these planets are
bound to be quite different from those in which we are living. But there are
many other problemsto be solved closer to home. One of these has to do with
the presence in the Ear~'s vicinity of electrically charged particles originating
on the Sun and their interaction with magnetism in interplanetary space. This
phenomenon is discussed in the next chapter.
Another problem has to do with interplanetary dust. Some cosmic dust
is known to infiltrate the upper atmosphere from the space around the Earth.
This was mentioned in Chapter III and an estimate of the amount of mass
involv~d was given. It is thought that this interplanetary du~t may be meteoritic in its composition and that it may be also related to the tenuous material
of the comets. Its distribution around the Sun is peculiar. On a clear March
evening some two hours after sunset the western sky shows a faint glow of a
characteristic
shape. In New Mexico with its low latitude and clear atmos.
'
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'phere this luminescence of the sky is quite striking to the dark-adapted eye.
Near the hc;>rizon the glow is brightest and it is fairly extensive in the horizontal direction. From this base it reaches into the sky with lessening brightness
and in the form of a narrowing cone which is somewhatinc1illed ,against
the vertical. The angle of inclination is identical to that of the zodiac or
ecliptic. Hence the name zodiacal light.
~
Since 1948 we have made. automatic photoelectric recordings of this
phenomenon on numerous. occasions. The Capillo Peak Observatory {)f the
University's Physics Department is in a good location £6rthis W'ork andJor
similar studies. Ii is located near the tOWn of Mimzanosome sixtyrniles'by
road to the southeast of Albuquerque. Our first equipment was 'improvised
and, consisted essentially of a large searchlight mirror of surplus origin. This
mirror was used as a light-gathering device which illuminated a photoelectric
tube. It was made to sweep continuously over a large'portion of the night sky
. with electric motors~ At the same time another'automatic device plotted a
map of the sky on which the ·amount of light received by the mirror 'Could
later be studied. A more profeSsional instrument o£the sametypeisnow'being
'prepared for installation at a still betterlocation in the BriliviahAndes.
Astronomical studies of this kind make slow.progress. Not all four seasons.
are equally suitable and the sky has to be exceptionally c1ear£orquantitative
work. A space station would be the ideal zodiacal-lightobservatory~ Our work
so far shows that' the brightness' of the zodiacal light remains remarka.bly
constant from year to year and that the axis of the pyramid coincides with
the direction of the ecliptic with a precision better than one degree of arc.
Both of these results are significant in connection with the question a~ to
the onginof the zodiacal light. It is a well-established fact tha.t the glow con..
sists of sunlight which is reflected from some kind of £nelydividedand
widely distributed matter in interplanetary space around the Sun 'and to a
distance beyond the' orbit of the Earth. The fact that the iiltensityof this
reflected sunlight changes so little with time makes it appearprohablelliat the
reflecting particles do not form 'a part of the streams of electricaI1Y'charged
particles which are emitted somewhat sporadically by the Sun. iThus it alsO. is
unlikely that a substantial portion ofthezodiacaI~ghtis scattered by electrons
which are certainly present in these solar Stre3Il1s. Ifthisconc1usion is borne
out by futUre measurem~ts it w~>uld conflictwithpreviotls'views in the
matter of the e1ectroniccontribution to the glow. The luminosity could then
,l.......
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be considered as being caused· by sunlight reflected from dust alone. In order
to explain the concentration of the dust so near the average plane of the
planetary orbits it would seem reasonable to say that the dust particles circulate about the Sun in orbits much as the planets do. Dust particles with
diameters in the vicinity of a few ten-thousandths of an inch would seem to
account for. the observed variation of the intensity along the ecliptic with
increasing distancefrom the Sun.
Nothing must be feared from these particles as far as space ships are
concerned. They are small and they are far apart. In the immediate vicinity
of .the Earth their concentration is probably enhanced as a result of gravitational accretion and of capture in the upper atmosphere. Studies of the sandblasting effects of this dust upon satellites and space probes are in progress.

IV. COSMIC MAGNETISM -

COSMIC RADIATION

Not long ago it was thought that the magnetized condition of space was
to be found only in the vicinity of planets and stars. It is known now that
magnetism exists throughout interplanetary and interstellar space. The intensity of this magnetism is small and it' would be difficult to detect it out
in space even with a very good compass needle. We may compare the intensity of the magnetic field in space to that measured on the Earth by saying
that it is ten thousand to one hundred thousand times larger on the Earth
than between the stars and the planets.
.
During the past decade it has become clear that there exists an important
interaction between the. weak magnetism in a region of space and the electrically charged particle~ pervading the same region. There are on the average
aboutone million Hydrogen nuclei per cubic yard of empty space even in
regions remote from stars. These protons and an equal number of electrons
are free to move about and they are sufficiently numerous to turn. the space
which they occupy into a good conductor of electricity.
The stated interaction between the magnetic fields in sRace and the
electrically charged particles is a result of this electrical conductivity. Perhaps
it is easiest to visualize this phenomenon by considering an 'electric motor.
The rotating part of a motor consists of a good conductor of electricity which
is dragged around by a magnetic field. This rotating magnetism is set up by
158
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the stationary part of the motor and it always rotates somewhataheado£
the rotating part. Thus there exists a tendency for an electrical conductor to
maintain its orientation in space with respect toa magnetic field in motion.
There .also is the inverse action of an electrical. conductor upon a magnetic
field. Consider again the part of the motor which follows in the wakeofa
rotating magnetic field. Let us now perform an experiment by first <holding
on to the shaft of the motor and by stopping it while the magnetic field still
rotates. We experience the torque which wolJ1d make the motor rotatell we
let go. Now let us stop the rotation of the magnetism with~ut removmg the
magnetism itself. If we now rotate the shaft of the motor- by hand weare
attempting to drag the magnetic field around just as the ll1agnetic field
dragged the motor around before. If the part of themotpr which we ,are now
trying to rotate were made of a non-existent,mate~ial of much better electrical ,
conductivity we would actually be winding up the magneticlines of fo~ce like
the main spring oIa clock.
This illustrates just what happens between magnetism in space and the
charged particles embedded in this space which make it conducting; One may
describe the interaction between the two by saying ,that themaguetie field
holds the charged' particles captive or one may say conversely that charged
particles in motion drag the magnetic fidd ~th them. We;speak pf magnetic
fields ~hic~ are froz~ into a ~loud orintola stream ofc?arged.pa,rtides.
There IS eVIdence that we find m space a n~berof revealmg vanattonsof
1
.
this phenomenon.
1
The theory of the origin of the Cosmic "adiation pronounced byFemn
in 1949 is a famous early example. Cosmi~ rays consist. ptedonililantlyof
positively charged Hydrogen nuclei endowed with a very' high' energy of
:motion and coming from deep space., Some of the' particles£ormed when
such a cosmic ray causes a nucleus 111- the atmosphere toexplodehavee.tlough
:penetrating power to bore deep into the Earth's surface before being stopped.
This theory assumes that interstellar magnetism is frozen into vaSt regions
of space which contain a tenuous distribution of electricallychM'gedparticles.
These regions ~ be described asmagnetized clouds wrochhavea large mass
as a result of their size. They move through space randomly at cosmic speeds
of some twenty miles per second. ~ndividu~ chargedpartic1esctuisiIlg
through space collide with these clouds and are reflected from -thern because
of the clouds'magnetism and masas. Such collisions lead on the average to a
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gain in the energy of motion of the particles. Through,out the ages a single
charged particle such as a Hydrogen nucleus might undergo enough collisions
of this type to become a high-energy cosmic ray. Other theories of the origin
of the Cosmic Radiation have been proposed. Most of them contain Fermi's
mechanism in one form or·another.
'. _
The mteraction lJetween magnetism in space and electrically charge"
particles also may have had a profound influence upon the formation of stellar.
~d planetary systems. Wherever matter is in a highly ionized state containing
lllany charged particles in the presence of a magnetic field the motion of this
matter is controlled by the magnetism. Processes of gravitational accretion of
matter as a step in the forma~on of dense astronomical objects would be profoundly affected by the presence of magnetism. We need only· note in this
connection that a magnetic field can be described in terms of lines of force
which have the peculiar property of showing a lengfuwise pull like a stretched
rubber band while at the same time repelling a neighboring line of force
in a crosswise direction.
The radiation 'belts around the Earth were mentioned before. They are
another example of the interaction between magnetic fields and charged
particles. These regions of high particle concentration were discovered during
cosmic-ray experiments by Van Allen on the occasion of satellite and. space·
probe Bights. Both belts encircle .the Earth above the geomagnetic equator.
The inner belt is situated two thousand miles above the surface and it probably
consists of debris originating from the encounters of the Cosmic Radiation
with the upper atmosphere. The much higher outer belt is often assumed to
he the result of the capture of charged particles from especially intense streams
of solar origin. The particle density in the outer belt is subject to strong
fluctuations. Both belts are an example of how magnetized space may hold
captive electrically charged particles.
The streams of charged particles which are emitted as solar wind by the
Sun are still another example. These streams carry theirfrozen magnetic fields
of solar origin with them. When they impinge upon the magnetic field around
the Earth they disturb the outer regions of the field. The lines of force of the '
geomagnetic field which are forcibly displaced from their normal position
by this action of the solar wind touch upon the Earth at high latitude. The
gusty character of this solar wind is frequently recorded there with sensitive
instruments.
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The solar wind also appears to have an interesting effect upon the Co~mic
Radiation. The magnetic fields frozen in,to the solar wind ,are not strong
enough to deflect appreciably those cosmic rays which have already reached '
,the vicinity of the Earth. But let us consider the fact tbatthe particles in the
solar wind seem to come in the form of individual streamers rather than in a
monotonous breeze. Let us also visualize these streamers asbreakin:gupeventually into disorganized and magnetized gusts and bubbles. at .somedistance
from the Sun. In that case it is possiblethat the solar wind sweeps.low..energy
cosmic rays before it. Solar wind blowing, outward from the Sun and past
the Earth would in this manner decrease the number of cosmic rays arriving
on the Earth from outer space. Such 'a decrease .has, been. .observed to'eXist
in the low-energy portion of the Costillc Radiation during periods of high
solar activity.
A similar effect would be observed if the solar wind participated to some ,
extent in: the: rotation of the Sun about its own axis at a distance as far as the ",
Earth and beyond. If cl,tat were the case the solar wind would have an easterly
componeilt with respect to the Earth-Sun direction. The sweepingactiQn of
the magnetic gusts in the solar wind should then lead to'a small increase of
the observed cosmic-ray intensity in the lateafernoori. Such an' effect would
not be easy to verify because the Earth's magnetism changes the. direction of
the incoming cosmic-ray particles of the iow energy kind for which the
increase wo~ld be large. The equipment should therefore, be placed underground where only the effects of high-energy cosmic rays are felt. It is also
desirable to measure this diurnal variation in·the tropics and at lllghaltitude
where atmospheric conditions are so regular from day to day thatthenecessary
atmospheric corrections to the data might he diagnosed and' applied more
I
easi1y.
' ,"
'
"
Since 1958 we have made such measurements at the Chacaltaya Observatory near La paz in Bolivia. The elevation there is above seventeen thousand
feet and the equipment is located in a nearby mine shaft.
Data of the type we are seeking accumulate slowly and it is probable
that we shall obtain conclusive experimental evidence only after yearsofadditional work. Whether the results can then be int¢rpreted in terms ofasolar
wind or in terms of some other process does not,matter at the moment.' As
long as we ,keep being devoted and humble students we are bound to~ak.e
progress.
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